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Foreword 

The International Symposium on Industrial Development, convened by 
UNIDO in Athens in 1967, was the first major international meeting 
devoted exclusively to the problems of industrialization of the developing 
countries. It followed a series of regional symposia on problems of 
industrialization ¡«Id in Cairo, Manila and Santiago in 1065—1966 
under the sponso /ship of UNIDO and ihe United Nations regional 
economic commissions, and a similar symposium held in Kuwait in 1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the Government of Kuwait. 

The Athens Symposium was attended by some 600 delegates from 
78 countries and by representatives of various United Nations bodies, 
international organizations and other interested institutions in the public 
and private sectors. It provided a forum for discussion and exchange of 
views on the problems and prospects of the developing countries which 
are engaged in promoting accelerated industrial development. 

The Symposium devoted special attention to possibilities for inter- 
national action and for co-operative efforts among the developing coun- 
tries themselves, and explored the scope, means and channels for suoh 
efforts. 

Studies and papers on a wide range of problem * relating to indus- 
trialization were presented to the Symposium—by the UNIDO secre- 
tariat and by participating Governments, international organizations 
and observers. An official report, adopted at the Symposium, has been 
published by UNIDO.1 Based on this documentation and the discussions 
in the meeting, the present series of monographs is devoted to the 21 main 
issues which comprised the agenda of the Symposium. Each monograph 
includes a chapter on the issues presented, the discussion of the issues, 

Report of the International Symposium on Industrial   Development, Athena 
1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 69.11.B.7). 



and the recommendations approved by the Symposium. Some of the 
monographs deal with specific industrial sectors; some with matters of 
general industrial policy; and others with various aspects of international 
economic co-operation. An effort has been made to make the monographs 
comprehensive and self-contained, while the various economic, techno- 
logical and institutional aspects of the subject matter are treated within 
the context if the conditions generally prevailing in the developing 
countries. 

Since economic, technological and institutional aspects are described 
with particular reference to the needs of the developing countries, it is 
felt that thi» monographs will make a distinct contribution in their 
respective areas. They are intended as a source of general information 
and reference for persons and institutions in developing countries con- 
cerned with problems of industrialization, and particularly with problems 
and issues of international co-operation in the Held of industrialization. 
With this in view it was considered that an unduly detailed technical 
presentation should he avoided while at the sanie time enough substantive 
material should be offered to be of value to the prospective reader. For 
a more elaborate treatment of the subject, the reader is referred to the 
selected list of documents and publications annexed to each monograph. 

The annexes n!«o contain information on the areas in which UNIDO 
can provide technical assistance to the developing countries on request; 
a selected liât of major UNI DO projects in i he respective fields ; and a list 
of meetings recently organized by the United Nations. 

It is hoped that the monographs will be particularly useful to 
Governments in connexion with the technical assistance activities of 
UNIDO and other United Nations bodies in the field of industrial 
development. 

This monograph was prepared by the secretariat of UNIDO. 

VI 
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INTRODUCTION 

The problems of industrial financing in developing countries are many 
and varied and have increased considerably in recent years. The domestic 
resources for such financing continue to depend on the total volume of 
national savings, which are derived from three primary groups of savers- 
households, business and Government. The respective contributions of 
these three groups to the total volume of national savings have undergone 
profound changes, corresponding to changes in the distribution of the 
national income. There have also been changes in the savings propensities 
of each social group. In this context of continuous change, and because 
developing countries have to mobilize an increasing volume of savings 
for their growing development needs, it has been necessary to establish 
special financial institutions and develop new techniques for mobilizing 
domestic  savings  and  channelling   them   towards   new   development 
projects. r 

Industrial financing from external resources has increased in volume 
and become more diversified, ranging from private guaranteed export 
credits and private external investments to bilateral and multilateral 
financing. It has been necessary to bring new financing techniques into 
operation and to establish new relations between donor and recipient 
countries in order to deal not only with an increasing volume of external 
financing but also with new problems resulting from the accelerated 
pa.se of development, such as those of domestic price stability and 
balance of payments. 

As compared with other sectors of the economy, the development of 
the industrial sector has the special feature of requiring a considerable 
investment of foreign exchange to import capital goods and pay for 
specialized services. When the countries concerned have balance-of- 
payments difficulties, as is the case with most developing countries 
availability oi external financing becomes essential to industrial 
development, and a balance must be struck between financing from 
external and from domestic sources. 
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Chapter 1 

DOMESTIC FINANCING 

Ihe domestic resources available to the industrial sector for development 
can, m the final analysis, come only from national savings: that is to say 
from the difference between total national income and the part of that 
income spent on consumption. |„ developing countries, whore the level 
«f national income is still relatively low and the essential needs „f the 
population have not yet been fully satisfied, an attempt to secure a Ingh 
eve of savings in order to achieve optimum economic «rowth usually 

involves   difficult   political   decision*.    Mobilizing    .such   savi and 

diannelhng   them   towards   development   projects,   and   particularly 
industrial  development  projects,  is even  more  difficult.  The idea of 
making  savings  grow  by   putting  them  into   fixed  interest   loans  or 
industrial   uivestment.s   is   not   yet   widespread   among  small   saver«, 
uncontrolled inflation, accompanied by drastic  currency revaluations 
in   many   developing  countries,   has   further   aggravated   the   natural 
reluctance of savers to invest their money   The result has been that 
most savings have been unproductive^ hoarded or used in speculative 
investments, particularly in real estate. It is the responsibility of the 
Government, by means of appropriate incentives and the establishment 
of the necessary institutions, to „.mobilize such idle savings and channel 
tnem towards development projects. 

Even when national savings have been mobilized, it does not follow 
that they w.Ji  be applied  to the development  of industry.  A We 
proportion of the savings collected by public institutions, as in post 
office savings banks, pension funds and so on, tends to be reserved for 
the   use   of   the   Government,   which   often   applies   the   money   to 
infrastructure projects, low-cost housing, various public utilities and «, 
on. These projects may benefit the industrial sector, but they do not 
directly affect the volume of production. As for the savings collected 
by private institutions, many other investment outlets offer a quicker 
return and    although  sometimes   less  certain,   they  are  often  more 
attractive than  industrial projects  whose profitability is generally a 
long-term matter. For this reason, in developing countries, the industrial 
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Out of the total savings collected through life insurance systems, 
about lf> per cent is placed in industrial shares in certain developing 
countries, as against 40 per cent so invested in developed countries. The 
life insurance system, however, has little chance of success except in 
countries with a uood measure of monetary stability. 

Stock i'xehanires 

As industrialization progresses, countries with a market economy 
find it useful to establish a stock exchange, through which capital can be 
raised by stock and share issues. Starting up a securities market in a 
developing country, however, is frequently very difficult: the necessarv 
juridical and administrative framework is often inadequate or non- 
existent; industrial companies are strictly private businesses, with the 
capital concentrated in the hands of the owner's family and a few friends. 
Inevitably, potential investors «ill lack confidence in the management of 
enterprises over «Inch they have no direct control and «hose accounts 
are often kept secret or tail to reveal the true situation. 

Stock exchanges are no« operating m certain countries in Asia, the 
Middle East and Latin America; some of them have been in existence for 
many years. The results achieved vary. There are grounds for hoping, 
however, that as industrial development progresses private investors in 
developing countries will be won over to the idea that a well organized 
stock exchange is an essential institution for facilitating transactions and 
protecting the interests of savers. 



Chapter 2 

EXTERNAL FINANCING 

BILATERAL PUBLIC FINANCING 

Bilateral public financing of manufacturing industries in developing 
countries has become more frequent in recent years and has made up to 
some extent for the lack of private investments. When provided by a 
country with a centrally planned economy, bilateral financial assistance 
is almost identical with export credit. In most market economy countries, 
however, such credits, drawn from public funds, are either granted 
independently of private export credit guarantees or serve to soften the 
conditions of such t redits. 

The total amount of public bilateral financial assistance is difficult 
to estimate. Most countries make no distinction in official statistics 
between the total amount of financial assistance devoted to the acquisition 
of equipment and services for all sectors and that destined specifically for 
manufacturing industry Nevertheless, it may be estimated that the total 
amount of bilateral financial assistance for manufacturing industry 
provided jointly by all the industrialized countries ivas of the order of 
$3.5 billion for the four year period 1ÎI60—1!*63. This figure includes 
81.6 billion from countries with centrally planned economies and $1.5 bil- 
lion from the three main OK('I) countries the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many, the United Kingdom and the United States. Altogether, the mem- 
ber countries of OECD provided about $2 billion in assistance over the 
period limo—Hlfi3 an average of $500 million per year. The total gifts 
and loans made for manufacturing industry by OECD members in 1965 
are estimated at about the same figure. 

The policies of the developed countries concerning financial assistance 
to manufacturing industries vary considerably. The countries with 
centrally planned economies allot almost 50 per cent of their financial 
aid to the industrial sector of developing countries, the united Kingdom 
almost 34 per cent, the Federal Republic of Germany about 17 per cent, 
and the United States some 6 per cent. The exact proportion of France's 
financial aid to the manufacturing industry as compared with its assistance 
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programme as a whole is difficult to determine, but it would appear to 
be relatively small. 

Tn general, donor countries favour the developing countries with 
which they have special political or economic ¡inks. Thus, for example, 
the United Kingdom concentrates its assistance almost entirely on the 
Commonwealth countries. France has primarily financed the industrial 
development of the African countries formerly administered by it; 
not until 1ÏW3/1!)(>4 did it give assistance to certain countries in Asia and 
Latin America. Up to 1 !>«:>, the United States concentrated its aid on 
Asia and the Far East; since then, the proportion allocated to the 
Latin American countries has considerably increased. The Federal 
Republic of Germany has provided aid chiefly to India and Pakistan, 
and more recently to certain African countries. The main beneficiaries 
of external financial assistance are India and Pakistan in Asia, Brazil 
and Chile in Latin America, and Ghana, Nigeria and the United Arab 
Republic in Africa. 

The official loans—or in rare cases gifts—granted to manufacturing 
industry in developing countries also serve to stimulate exports of 
equipment from the donor countries. Such loans and gifts are also affected 
by the present balance-of-payments problems of two of the most impor- 
tant donor countries—the United Kingdom and the United States. The 
Scandinavian countries have also granted substantial financial assistance 
for specific purposes. 

Financing conditions 

The terms of bilateral financial assistance are always more favourable 
than those for export credits. Repayment periods are longer, interest 
rates lower, and in certain cases repayment can be made in local currency. 
Moreover, the Governments of the donor countries sometimes agree to 
temper the conditions of their financial assistance to the economic 
situation of the beneficiary country and in all cases they take into 
consideration the specific needs of the industrial project to be 
financed. 

AID, which allocates bilateral financial assistance from the United 
States, allows repayment periods varying from ten to twenty years and 
charges interest .ates of between 3 and 6 per cent. Repayment may often 
be made in local currency. Such loans take into consideration not only 
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The United Kingdom provides financial «¡stance to oversea« 

manufaetimng industri• through the Export Credits GuJa'Z 
Iopart.cn, of t„e Board of Tra,U, an,! the Commonwealth Deve" 

' """• '"VT* """ °" IOanS are gt"'CTall>' hi«h.  varying'from 
.... to 7 per cent, but the grace period before the first repayment fa]" 
due „ sometimes as long as seven years. The repayment jLod i tee f 
may extend to a maximum of 25 years. 

The Federal Republic „f Germany grants assistance to the manu- 

ft Wiede''! ntUeS °"rk,",ing °°UntrieS thTOU«h the Kreditanstalt 
fur Wiede.aufbau and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Wirtschaftliche 
Zusammenarbeit. The conditions for this assistance are generally flexible 
arcare adapted both to the needs of the country and" to those oíte 

France combines financial aid to manufacturing industries with export 
«dit. under he "mixed credits" formula. According to this proceda 
France generally grants a long-term Treasury-to-Treasury line of credi 
at a moderate rate of interest, and the money thus made available must 
be med in parallel w,th normal export credits. The combination of these 
two type, o cred.t makes it possible to offer a longer average repayment 
period and lower interest rates than for export credito. Mentio/mus 
also be made of   he aofvities of the Caisse Centrale de Coopération 
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1
WÌth Centra"y P'anned ec«°•<* g~t credits on 

«mUar terms. Wance generally takes the form of credits granted to the 

rtieTrh     ta   r    PÌng °0Untry for a "*• of ***** industria! projects. The interest rates are low, very often 2.5 per cent ; the repayment 
penods may be as long as ten or fifteen years; and repayment may also 
be made „„der the terms of a clearing agreement, that I to say, ,„ the 
form of exports from the beneficiary country, unlike the credits provided 
by eertam other donor countries, those provided by the centrally planned 
economies do not cover local expenses connected with mdustnal invest- 
mente. The importer of equipment coming from such a country usually 
recedes credit covering only 80 to 90 per cent of the value of the good, 
and services purchased. * 

2* 
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Problems of bilateral financing 

The problem of bilateral financing that causes developing countries 
most concern is that of tied aid, under which equipment or services have 
to be purchased in the donor country, often at considerably higher cost 
than would otherwise be the case. Pakistan, for example, considers that 
the price of equipment purchased under bilateral financial aid may in 
some cases be as much as ,")() per cent higher than that of equipment 
obtained through multilateral aid. The cost of goods and services acquired 
by Pakistan through bilateral assistance in I'.M>5 was estimated at 10 per 
cent above regular market prices. 

The increased price of goods and services purchased through bilateral 
financial aid is to some extent compensated by the more favourable 
conditions under whieh such aid is granted as compared with multi- 
lateral aid. and particularly as compared with private guaranteed export 
credits. The saving represented by the longer repayment periods and the 
lower interest rates must obviously be set against the possible extra cost 
of goods acquired by this means of financing. 

Moreover, it must be borne in mind that, in the case of large industrial 
projects, bilateral aid is sometimes granted after the developing country 
has had the chance to select the equipment supplier; in such a case, the 
bilateral aid is provided to finance a project for which there has already 
been a certain amount of international competition. 

The United Nations and certain of its agencies or component bodies 
have been concerned for a number of years with the question of the 
excessive cost of goods and services purchased under external financial 
assistance arrangements. It is undoubtedly very difficult for developing 
countries lacking access to international sources of information to make 
objective comparisons of the cost of goods and services offered to them 
by industrialized countries. To remedy this situation, the United Nations 
Economic and Social Council, in its resolution 1183 (XLI), requested the 
Secretary Cenerai "to study the feasibility of setting up, within the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization or any other 
appropriate United Nations body, an advisory service which could 
provide information to the developing countries on the sources of supply, 
the cost and the quality of equipment needed for their development"! 

Another feature of tied aid is that it is generally given in respect 
of specific projects, because it also serves to stimulate exports of equip- 
ment from a particular donor country. This practice does not always 
correspond to the more urgent needs of the developing country concerned, 
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and many handicap its efforts at industrial planning. The advantages of 
programme aid as compared with project aid have frequently been 
emphasized at international conferences, and the main donor countries 
appear to he willing to take account of the wishes expressed by the 
developing countries on that point, namely, that systems of external 
financing of industrial development of developing countries should be 
co-ordinated with national plans and methods of industrial programming. 

An obstacle to the effective use of public bilateral financial assistance 
is that the donor countries sometimes limit the utilization of such aid 
to the acquisition of equipment  and occasionally engineering services, 
although in an industrial project working capital often accounts for a 
considerable part of the total amount of capital needed. There can be no 
doubt that certain items covered by working capital such as spare parts, 
raw materials or intermediate products, are just as essential to the func- 
tioning of the enterprise as the basic equipment. In some cases, industrial 
enterprises that have obtained external financing for the acquisition of 
equipment are prevented from making full use of such equipment because 
of the lack of certain essential imported elements that must be paid for 
out of working capital. Some developing countries, for example, India 
and  Pakistan, have now  obtained external assistance from bilateral 
sources to finance the import content of the working capital for some of 
their under-utilized factories. The developing countries have expressed 
the wish that advanced countries should take account of the limitations 
of working capital and should agree to external bilateral aid being used 
to finance not only the import of equipment but also, if necessary, the 
auxiliary imports which now place too great a strain on working capital. 

The procedures of the various bilateral and multilateral external 
financing agencies vary considerably, and there is often a long waiting 
period before aid is granted and can be mobilized. Yet it is difficult for 
industrialized countries to simplify their aid procedures, which are rooted 
in established administrative practices. 

The terms of bilateral financial aid could be improved both by the 
reduction of interest rates and by the imposition of less exacting con- 
ditions of repayment. Some industrialized countries, for example, the 
United States, have agreed to repayment of aid in local currency ; and 
centrally planned economies have agreed to repayment under clearing 
arrangements. Other capital-exporting countries, however, require 
repayment to be made in the currency in which the loan was made. 
A middle course was suggested by an UNCTAB group of experts in 
March 1966: that, when aid to a developing country was intended for the 
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acquisition of equipment in the donor country, the beneficiary ¡should 
be authorized to use such aid to make purchases in other developing 
countries.1 In addition to easing the balance -of -payments problem of 
developing countries, this solution would stimulate exports- of capital 
goods from the more advanced developing countries to other developing 
countries. It would thus give effect to the wish frequently expressed by 
both industrialized and non industrialized countries for increased trade 
among developing countries. 

PRIVATE EXPORT CREDITS AND THKIR GUARANTEE 

Although privat" export credits are easy to obtain, the conditions 
on which they are granted are onerous and are one of the principal 
causes of the growing external indebtedness of developing countries. 
Concern about this type of external financing has been expressed in a 
number of resolutions and recommendations of United Nations bodies. 
In 1Í160, the Economic and Social Council considered the problem of 
export ciedits, and the Cenerai Assembly, in its resolution 15J3 (XV), 
provided for the publication of a first report on the question. The Com- 
mittee for Industrial Development, UNIDO's predecessor, requested the 
United Nations Secretariat to study the matter in greater detail. In 
response to the interest expressed by developing countries, the Depart- 
ment of Economic and Social Affairs made an exhaustive analysis of 
export credits and development financing.2 At its first session, UNCTAD 
invited IBRD to carry out a study on the utilization and conditions of 
supplier credits and credit insurance, including rediscounting arrange- 
ments, and to define the difficulties which had arisen, or might arise, 
especially with regard to debt servicing.3 

A major source of concern to developing and also, to some extent, to 
developed countries, is the ease with which importing countries can run 
into debt through export credits. Unlike official bilateral assistance, 
repayment of which is frequently on a long-term basis, export credits are 
extended in most cases on a medium-term basis. These credits are granted 
at the commercial rates of interest in force in the lending country, plus 

1 International Monetary Issues and the Developing Countries; for full reference 
see annex 3 under United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. 

Export Credits and Development Financing; for full reference see annex 3 
under Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 

» Proceedings of the  UNCTAD, Vol. I, Recommendation A. IV. 14- for full 
reference Bee annex 3 under United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. 
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a number of banking and insurance charges, so that the annual payments 
are very high. Consequently, export credits may involve annual repay- 
ment charges two or three times higher than those on bilateral credits. 

The proportion of capital How from member countries of OE(I) to 
developing countries contributed by private export credits varies from 
a small percentage in the case of Austria, France and the Netherlands to 
almost 60 per cent in the case of Switzerland. In 1963. the net total of such 
export credits extended  by  OECI)  members  to  developing countries 
amounted to slightly under $f>00 million, or approximately as much as 
was provided by OECI) members in the form of public bilateral financial 
aid for industrial development. A comparison of the yearly repayments 
for the two types of capital, however, shows that export credits are 
responsible for "return flows" from developing to industrialized countries 
two or three times greater than those in respect of bilateral financial 
assistance. In addition, as private guaranteed export credits are granted 
on a commercial basis, they are always repayable in the currency of the 
country that granted them, whereas this is not always the case with 
public bilateral financial assistance. 

Functioning of the export credit system 

The procedures for granting export credits are many and varied. All 
industrialized countries operate export credit systems. Some developing 
countries have also adopted arrangements for the medium-term financing 
of their exports of equipment. The centrally planned economies grant 
developing countries export credits that are in the nature of loan assist- 
ance. Several industrialized countries with market economies have also 
established systems combining or modifying export credits so that these 
too will become a form of loan assistance. In certain cases, export credits 
from countries with market economies are granted by public bodies, 
while in other cases export credits are granted directly by private financial 
institutions drawing their resources from the capital market. Sometimes 
these export credits granted by private financial institutions can be 
refinanced with public institutions such as central banks. A very detailed 
description of the various methods adopted by different countries is given 
in the second part of the above-mentioned study made by the Economic 
and Social Council. 

Export credits assume two forms : supplier and purchaser credits. 
Supplier credit, which is the most widespread, does not usually cover the 
entire cost of financing the equipment imported. It is granted to the 
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supplier of the equipment and thus to some extent entails a responsibility 
on the part of the supplier himself, who covers himself totally or partially 
with an establishment specializing in export credit insurance. When 
purchaser credit is given it is always in connexion with large projects, 
with repayment terms of over five years. The purchaser of the equipment 
negotiates the credit with a credit institution or consortium in the export- 
ing country. The financial agency then guarantees the financing of the 
purchase and insures itself with a specialized export credit insurance 
institution. In certain countries, purchaser credits are combined with 
financial credits and even include consolidated loans and loans made to 
foreign Governments. 

Attempts have been made to regulate export credits within the 
framework of the Berne Union agreements. The competition among 
equipment-exporting countries, however, has given rise to what is 
sometimes called the export credit race, and proposals have been made 
with a view to limiting that race. One of these proposals is for a clearer 
demarcation between export credits and assistance loans. The OECD 
working group on export credits and export guarantees has proposed the 
establishment of a "neutral area" which would separate development 
loans more clearly from export credits.4 

It appears to be unanimously acknowledged that export credits are 
of value provided that developing countries use them judiciously. Their 
usefulness is indeed all the greater because the total amount of develop- 
ment assistance loans still falls short of the minimum required for essential 
projects in the developing countries. Export credits can be said to be used 
judiciously when they are used to finance the import of equipment for a 
project which will give rise to foreign currency income at least equivalent 
to the yearly loan repayment figures. Such foreign currency income must 
be considered within a general context, that is to say, it can come from an 
increase in exports from the factory financed by the export credit or it 
can come from foreign currency savings arising from \ he establishment 
of an industrial project producing goods that were previously imported. 

Regionalization of export credits 

The increase in the use of export credits intended specifically for 
large projects incorporating deliveries from several industrialized coun- 
tries has led to the conclusion of agreements among groups of exporting 

« Export Credits and Development Financing; for full reference see annex 3 
under Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 
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countn«,. Under such agreements, a national export credit insurance 
company extends the benefits of its guarantee to deli veri• made b v another 
country, provided that such deliveries do not exceed :io to 40 pi,- cent 0f 
the  total   value.   Originally,   such   agreements   were  concluded   among 
countries of the   Kuropear,   Keonomie.  Community,  hut   later  Austria 
v anada, the Scandinavian countries, Switzerland and the United King 
don,  also  became  parties  to  them.   Régionalisation  thus  enable«  the 
developing countries to obtain deliveries of equipment for the execution 
of a large project on relatively better terms, since thev can order the 
equipment for a given project in a larger number of industrialized coun- 
tries. It must be borne in mind,  however, that the benefits of such 
regionalization   almost  always  imply  the  assistance of an  exporting 
country which acts as "leader". 

Several developing countries which are themselves capable of supply- 
ing equipment have also adopted expert credit systems. India has for some 
years past had a system for granting credits to finance exports of certain 
types of equipment,  for example, for the textile industry. In Latin 
America, however, while many countries are capable of supplying indus- 
trial equipment the majority do not have the financing potential to grant 
credit terms at least as favourable as those which can be obtained from 
industrialized countries, for example, from Western European countries 
buch a situation is clearly a major handicap in the promotion of trade 
exchanges and the economic integration of the countries of Latin America. 

One of the most highly perfected systems of financial measures for 
the promotion of exports of equipment from a developing country is that 
existing in Mexico. A fund for the development of exports of manufactured 
goods has been established under the administration of the Bank of 
Mexico   This fund refinances credits varying frora short-term credits 
up to those w,th a repayment period of as long as five years. The resources 
for the fund are obtained through a 10 per cent tax which forms part of 
the general tariff duties and a 10 per cent ad valorem duty on imports of 
a luxury nature. These financial measures form part of a set of measures- 
such as transport tariffs-intended to stimulate exports. An effort to 
improve development financing has also been made by Brazil, where the 
foreign trade department of the Bank of Brazil grants export credits in 
respect of manufactured goods of up to 80 per cent of the value and for 
a maximum of 360 days. 

It is generally acknowledged that developing countries can con- 
siderably stimulate their industrialization by adopting suitable measures 
to promote their regional economic integration.  Among the principal 

4 

Á 
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practical measures to that end are those Hating to the financing of 

exports of capital goods from one developing country to another in the 

same region. This concept has been accepted l.y the various regional 

symposia. 

The main problem in connexion with foreign private invest ments. as 

shown in 1 he study entitled "Financing of Kconomic Development: 

Promotion of Private Foreign Investment in Developing Countries",5 is 

that of the place they should occupy and the manner in which they can 

most effectively serve the interests of all parties. On the one hand, the 

foreign investor naturally wishes to advance his interests as far as possible, 

not only in the country in which he is investing, but also in his own 

country. On the other hand, the beneliciary country wishes to integrate 

the foreign private capital in its own system of political and economic 

priorities. Foreign investment is almost always a matter of individual 

cases: while general rules can be established regarding such matters as 

guarantees, the actual methods of utilization of foreign investment in a 

given country are always subject to special bilateral negotiations between 

the foreign investor and the authorities of the country concerned. 

As the private foreign investor is almost completely free to invest 

where he sees tit, it is logical that he should take full advantage of the 

competition among the developing countries in regard to the various 

advantages offered. It should be added that competition for such private 

foreign capital exists not only among the developing countries themselves, 

but also between developing countries on the one hand and industrialized 

countries on the other. Some of the factors that a foreign investor must 

take into account before deciding whether to make an investment in a 

given country are of a technical nature and are entirely under his control, 

while others depend more particularly on the developing country itself. 

Such factors are the political and economic stability of the country, the 

various guarantees given to foreign capital, and the legislation on mone- 

tary and fiscal matters. »Some developing countries that particularly wish 

to promote the flow of this type of capital have made very great efforts 

in this respect. 

The efforts made by developing countries to attract foreign private 

capital are in some cases matched by the measures taken by capital- 

exporting countries. Appropriate fiscal measures, such as those taken by 

the Federal Republic of Germany and the United States, may encourage 

• For full reference soe annex 3 under United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization. 
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investments by nationals of such countries in developing countries. 
A matter of major importance to foreign private invest ors is that of the 
guarantees provided. Many countries take the view that this problem 
goes beyond the seo,* of bilateral relations between countries which 
export and import private capita!. IBRD has drawn up a convention on 
conciliation and arbitration anangements in disputes over investments, 
and OEID has prepared plans for the establishment of a multilateral 
investment insurance agencv. 

International co-operation lo promote private foreign investment 

The International Finance Corporation of the World Bank Group« 
participates as a minority shareholder in large industrial projects where 
there is very often joint participation by foreign and national investors 
and it often grants loans as well. UNDP, whose resources hi 1968 totalled 
some $180 million, allots large funds to prc-investment studies which 
later enable developing countries, if they so desire, to interest foreign 
private capital in specific projects. Some years ago, a group of financiers 
and bankers from developed countries set up the Latin American Econo- 
mic Development Association to participate in projects in Latin America 
A similar group, the Private Investment Company of Asia, has just been 
set up for investment in Asian countr.es. It should also be mentioned that 
the three large regional development banks can themselves take action 
to stimulate foreign investments by associating such investments with 
projects which they wish to promote in their regions. 

Repatriation of funds 

For developing countries as for capital-exporting countries, the 
essential question in regard to foreign private investments is that of the 
repatriation of profits and capital. Developing countries are concerned 
that such repatriation should not aggravate their balanoe-of-payments 
difficulties, and hence that the total amount of repatriation should not 
exceed the net saving of foreign currency resulting from the foreign 
private investments. Unlike foreign loans, which call for the more or less 
immediate repatriation of annual loan-servicing charges, the problem 
of repatriation does not usually arise with foreign private investments 
until the enterprise is in full activity. 

• The World Bank (¿roup comprises IBRD, IDA and IFC. 
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Quite »part from the effect of such repatriation on their halanoe 

of payments, developing countries sometimes take the position that a 

part of the profits made by foreign private capital should be more 

closely associated with the general economie development of the country 

in which the prolit ha* been made. They point out in this connexion that 

the enterprises in which the foreign capital is invested require budgetary 

expenditures on a variety «>f infrastructural operations directly afte«-ting 

the prolitahilitv of those enterprises. In certain cases, developing coun- 

tries endeavour to ensure that all or a part of the cost of the infrastruc- 

tural work required for the execution of a project carried out with 

foreign private capital is borne by the foreign private investors. 

Certain developing countries have adopted legislation permitting 

unlimited repatriation of protits and capital. Others stipulate that 

onlv certain percentages of net prolit on invested capital may be re- 

patriated, the rest to be reinvested within the country. Where a foreign 

enterprise is established in a developing country with the aim of serving 

the direct financial interests of a parent firm in the capital-exporting 

country, the proportion of profits that can be repatriated must be 

sufficient to attract foreign capital. Frequently, however, in the case of 

branch firms, profit is not the only concern of the foreign investor: 

consideration?, such as the sale of semi finished products to the branch 

firm in the developing country or the acquisition by the parent firm of 

raw or semi-processed materials from the developing country may be of 

far greater importance. 

To draw the attention of potential foreign investors to opportunities 

for participating in profitable industrial projects, several major 

developing countries have set up investment promotion centres in their 

own territories while others have set up such centres in capital-exporting 

countries. The role of these centres varies considerably : some do no more 

than supply information, while others go so far as to prepare project 

viability studies for foreign investors. Many developing countries lack the 

resources to set up such centres, especially abroad, and would like the 

activities described to be undertaken by international organizations. 

Joint enterprises 

One of the commonest forms of private foreign investment in 

developing countries is the joint enterprise in which foreign and national 

capital  are combined. This  form of investment gives the developing 
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country concerned a certain degree of control or at least the right to be 
kept fully informed. In addition, it facilitates the training of loeal per- 
Bonnel in management techniques. Joint enterprises coverà wide range 
of possibilities, hut it is sometimes very difficult for a developing country 
to exploit these possibilities to the full. It. some eases, the capital of the 
developing country represents o.:'y nominal participation, without 
involving the country's intellectual resources in the project. It is therefore 
important that the developing country should agree <.o plav an active 
role, but one that does not exceed its technical compétence.' Such joint 
enterprises have to be carefully studied by both partners. They comprise 
not only financial agreements, but also technical, marketing and 
personnel training agreements, affecting all aspects of the life of the 
enterprise. 

Joint enterprise contracts are of considerable diversity. In addition, 
certain clauses in such contracts sp cifically reflect the type of industry 
for which the enterprise is being established It can be dangerous to try 
to transform a joint enterprise too rapidly into a purely national 
enterprise, before local investors have mastered the particular manage- 
ment and operating techniques. Certain arrangements, however, can 
ensure the smooth transition from a joint enterprise to a purely national 
enterprise. Developing countries have to bear in mind that national 
resources used to buy back such joint enterprises reduce the funds 
available for investment in new projects. A frequently cited advantage 
of joint enterprises, when such enterprises are branches of a company 
with a large technical research potential, is the permanent transfer of 
technical knowledge from the industrialized country to the less developed 
country. This advantage should not, however, be accompanied bv serious 
short-term or long-term disadvantages such as the limitation (if export 
possibilities. 

Industrial investment promotion activity, if it is sufficiently selective, 
can contribute to the growth of the number of joint enterprises. In 
certain sectors of industry, u here only a limited number of verv large 
enterprises are in operation, the number of possible partners is obviously 
reduced. In the case of medium-sized enterprises, however, such as those 
producing consumer durables and non-durables, many more enterprises 
in developed countries could participate in investment in co-operation 
with promoters in developing countries. In such cases, the task of 
selection in order to secure the best possible contract of association is 
a considerable one. The contracts already concluded in this field by 
various developing countries which encourage this type of enterprise call 
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serve as a basis for a preliminary selection. One of the purposes of an 
investment promotion centre is to help promoters of industrial projects 
to locate foreign partners who might participate in enterprises combining 

national with foreign capital. 

MlLTII.ATERAL EXTERNAL FINANCING 

Multilateral external financing is undertaken by the World Bank 
Group and hv the three larg«> regional development banks: the African 
Development Hank, the Asian Development Bank and the Inter- 
Ameriean Development Bank. Mention may also be made of the 
European Development Fund. It should be noted that IBRD and IDA 
grant only loans, whereas IFC enters into industrial projects through 
stock participation and the provision of loans. 

From 1953/1054 up to the end of the first half of the financial year 
1966/1067. IBRD granted loans for industry totalling about $1.5 billion, 
IDA granted loans totalling about $500 million, and IFC made invest- 
ments totalling about $190 million. During the past fifteen years, the 
amounts granted to industry in the developing countries have been 
increasing more or less constantly. Indeed, the World Bank Group 
considers that its participation in the financing of industrial development 
will increase more rapidly in coming years than its activities in certain 
other sectors of economic life. 

Loans are granted by IBRD at the normal rates prevailing on the 
capital market. Repayment periods are adjusted in accordance with the 
category of the industrial projects financed. When the borrower is a 
body other than a Government, the guarantee of the Government 
concerned is also required. IDA grants loans over very long terms at 
interest rates which are adapted to the economic conditions of the 
beneficiary country. Since IFC was set up in 1956 it has played the part 
of the technical agent of IBRD in the evaluation of industrial financing 
proposals submitted to the World Bank Group. IFC also finances industrial 
projects both by participating in the share capital and by making loans 
which sometimes take the form of convertible loans. The ways in which 
IFC may grant assistance are : 

By direct investment in private industrial enterprises, with participa- 
tion by local or foreign interests ; 

By pledging later aid or guarantees ; 
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By transferring shares from its own ownership to other financial 
institutions ; 

By giving assistance to development finance companies. 

The aid granted by IBRD and IDA generally covers the foreign 
exchange cost of projects. In contrast, the money made available to 
industrial projects by IFC can he used to cover both foreign exchange 
expenses and local currency expenses, and it can be used both to finance 
fixed assets and to build up working capital funds. The advantage of the 
arrangements whereby the World Hank (Jroup makes resources available 
to developing countries for their industrial development lies in the 
freedom which the beneficiaries have to acquire equipment in any- 
State which belongs to the World Bank Group. This form of financing 
makes it possible to take the maximum advantage of international 
competition. Between 1948 end 1956, the following total amounts were 
granted to different types of industry by IBRD, IDA and IFC: 

Million» of 
dollar» 

Development finance companies       570 Q 
Iron and steel  475 0 
Mining  201.8 
Pulp and paper  jgg Q 
Chemicals and fertilizers  109 3 
Other industries  70g j 

One of the most interesting forms of aid provided by IFC and 
IBRD for industrial development is that which is channelled through 
development finance companies or development banks in countries in 
the process of industrialization. Such assistance enables the development 
banks to grant loans to small-scale and medium-scale industrial enter- 
prises by drawing on credits from IBRD. This formula avoids concentra- 
tion of the World Bank Group's assistance on large industrial projects 
which can be absorbed only by a limited number of developing countries. 
So far, this type of assistance by the World Bank Group to development 
finance companies has been limited to companies in the private sector. 
Very often, when one of the development finance companies so desires, 
IPC can also provide it with technical assistance, which is sometimes 
accompanied by the taking up of a minority interest in the share capital. 
By 1966, the development banks of 21 countries had benefited from the 
aid of the World Bank Group in the form of either loans or participation 
in share issues. 
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External financing is in some cases far from sufficient if limited to 
imports of equipment and engineering services, in l!)tt<>, IDA granted a 
total of $500 million to different industries in India and Pakistan to 
finance items payable out of working capital that had to be imported, 
namely, spare parts and raw materials needed for the better utilization 
of the production of factories. This assistance by IDA is considered to 
be one of the most felicitous initiatives in this field. 

Regional development banks 

For several years past, the Inter-American Development Bank has 
engaged in considerable activity in financing industrial development in 
Latin America, and has allotted 21 per cent of its total loans to industry. 
The Inter-American Development Bank also has a policy of promoting 
industrial investments by using its own resources as a catalyst for other 
foreign and local resources. The African Development Bank and the 
Asian Development Bank, which have just come into operation, intend 
to devote a part of their resources to industrial investment in their 
respective regions, and the Asian Development Bank has established a 
special fund for that purpose. 

World Food Projçram 

The World Food Program, which supplies several hundred million 
dollars' worth of food aid to various developing countries, intends to 
increase its participation in industrial development. Its food aid could be 
used to an increasing extent to finance a part of local infrastructure 
expenses and help to finance the establishment of industrial estates. It 
could play a particularly important part where the work to be carried 
out calls for a considerable labour force; in such cases the wages may 
include payment in kind, in food products, thus increasing the real value 
of the wages. 



Chapter 3 

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: 
ISSUES, DISCI SSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The   issues,   the  discussion   and  the  recommendations approved  are 
presented in this chapter. 

THE ISSUES 

Domestic financing7 

Although developing countries must depend to a considerable extent 
on external capital to finance imports required for their industrial develop- 
ment, the bulk of industrial investment will, in most cases, have to be 
financed from domestic sources.  In developed countries, the industrial 
sector generate« a large part of the «avings needed for its expansion This 
is not the case m developing countries, where self-financing is as vet 
lnmtod, ao that the claim oí the industrial sector for domestic savings 
must compete with the claims of other economic sectors. Apart from being 
scant, these savings arc often not readily transferable from one sector 
of the economy to another, a fact which makes the competition among 
the sectors even keener. This is further complicated by the fact that 
agriculture, commerce and real estate have traditionally been the main 
outlets for mvestment funds and the industrial sector is a relative new- 
comer. ]\ot the least of the problems fadng the industrial sector in its 
efiorts to attract domestic capital is to create "industry.mindedness" in 
societies which are accustomed to carrying out traditional activities. 

These considerations underline the difficulties that have to be 
overcome in attempting to mobilize domestic savings and channel them 
into industry. The question to be examined is: what measures and insti- 
tutions are required in developing countries to achieve this end. As is 
customary, domestic savings may be broken down into three major 
components: household, business and public savings. Transferred savings 

' From Issue« for Disouasion: Domestic Finanzine, 1967 (ID/CONF.1/A.18) (mimeo.). 
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also play an important role in industrial financing; in this context, the 
role of financial intermediaries deserves particular attention. The factors 
determining the volume ol savings that can be made available to industry 
vary according to the sources; this is also the ease with the policy measures 
designed to influence such volume. 

Household savintjn 

Whatever savings exists m this sector are difficult  to attract into 
industry. Two courses of action are  nevertheless open iu this respect, 
First, these savings could be channelled directly into industrial investment 
through sale of industrial bonds and shares to the public, and various 
fiscal  and  financial  incentives  could   be  used   in  this connexion.  This 
presupposes the availability of domestic industrial securities. It does not 
necessarily  mean,  however,  that all  developing countries, regardless of 
their stage of development, should organize a securities market; indeed, 
in some cases a decision to that effect  may be premature. The second 
possibility is to encourage the transfer of household savings to financial 
institutions which either normally engage in industrial financing or may 
be induced to invest a shan of their resources in industry. In either case, 
the public must develop the habit of saving and entrusting their savings 
to  business enterprises and  financial   institutions   While such  a  habit 
depends to a large extent on the stage of economic development of the 
country,   certain  policy   measures  could  be  provided  to facilitate the 
process. 

Corporate ttamny* 

As the industrial sector develops, its savings become a major source 
of financing. Various incentives could be provided by Governments to 
encourage such business savings with a view to reinvesting them, either 
for self-financing or for the financing of new industrial enterprises. The 
latter course is particularly important in developing countries, to open 
up new industrial fields and new lines of production. 

Corporate savings of non-industrial enterprises might also be channelled 
into industrial development. This is particularly desirable in the early 
stages of industrialization, when the savings of the industrial sector are 
still small. Various incentives, notably tax concessions, could be used 
to encourage investment of corporate savings in industry. At the same 
time, parallel disincentive measures could be used to discourage undesir- 
able investment in non-economic sectors (for example, investment in 
luxury dwellings or speculative investment in land). 
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DOMESTIC  AND EXTKRNAT. FINANCING 

As to coin mereiai banks, their activities are now mainly limited to 
short-term financing, which is more suited to the needs of commerce 
rather than industry. By an appropriate monetary or credit policy, such 
as regulation of reserve requirements, central bank rediscounting of 
paper, government guarantee of repayment etc.. it may be possible to 
induce the commercial banks to lend more liberally to industry. 

Other financial intermediaries, such as insurance companies, pension 
funds and social security funds are also important potential investment 
sources; these should be taken into account in assessing the domestic 
potential of capital formation. 

Financial planning of industrial enterprises 

This concerns the proper use of savings at the enterprise level. While 
the technical and economic requirements of a project are readily appreciat- 
ed, the need for adequate financial planning at the project level is often 
overlooked, industrial projects may be sound from a technical or economic 
point of view, and yet fail because of inadequate financial planning. New 
industrial projects are frequently launched without adequate provision 
for working capital which provides the means for the payment of current 
obligations. Similarly, an enterprise may find itself unable to meet its 
loan repayment obligations because its capital structure contains an 
excessive proportion of loan capital and too low a proportion of equity 
capital. 

extern») financing 

Although developing countries have to rely mainly on domestic 
sources to finance their industrial development, external financing plays 
an important role, both as a supplement to domestic savings and as 
foreign exchange required for the purchase of machinery and equipment 
as well as materials and services not available at home. Three major 
sources of external financing may be distinguished: foreign private 
investment, multilateral and bilateral public financial assistance. The 
factors governing the flow of capital from these sources are not the same. 
Bilateral public financial assistance, for example, may essentially be 
determined by political considerations. The flow of private capital, on 
the other hand, is influenced mainly by profit incentives which in turn 
may be influenced by appropriate policy measures of the receiving 
countries. 

• From Iaaues for Discussion: External financing, 1967   (ID/CONF.1/A.25) (mimeo.). 
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Foreign private investment 

The identification a„,l formulation of „,,„<! industrial project, are 
preeond.t.on, for attracting iorcig,, capital. However, it' eo.alv 
-portant that ti,,,,,  project,  ho brought »o ,|,e ¡lttl,„ „-^ 

the prospect.vc mvestors in ,»rtic„l»r market».  In „,,. „„,,„, 
•nveators,  ,t ,s necessary  to provide certain  incentives   fW• 
de,,,. „» of «.trading   foreign   private capital  generally  provide I 
and financ,,,, .„eent.ves on the assumption that they wil   produce ,1, 
les.red effect» »„hough there i» „o conclusive „vi.lenee th-t'.hi- *U     . 

vWeÜT Tv '"""",iH " ',"'mte''1" '""'   "»f»•«». th.- ¡ncc.uives p,  . 
v ded by ddferent devdoping e, ,r¡• „, attract foreign privat», capta, 
are often ,„ compet.t.on, so that a prohlem of contribution and harmô 
n.sat.on anse», particularly „hen several developing countries decide 
* en er ,nto a "c„mm„n ma,.ket" arrangement.   LS.« tin, prot  r» 
.  bkely to merease in importance as ,„„„. ,,.gi„, „arkets m ¿£*T 
it deserve» serious consideration. mvisagea, 

Awareness is not lacking in developing countries I hat they must make 
th.,r mdustnal .„vestment opportunities known to prospective ¡„veTr, 
m

ffoteV:r COmtrieS; ',OWeTer' fcr ""'"• ¡"«•£v.. .»d system^ 
efforts than exrst at present are required •„ »hi, area. For this puZe 
deyelopmg countries should more efficiently utilize their ow„ LS 
or myestment promotion and at the same time take advantage J?S 

fachfes e*,,t,ng in the developed countries and those offered by he 
international agencies, including UNIDO. 

The developed  countries  can  greatly  facilitate   private industrial 
investment ,n developing countries by their nationals, notably by removing 
J•ve measures which reduce the profits fron, such Lstment 
for example, double taxation of profits from investment abroad and 

dJc^H 1 mXTTu abr0ad) and by pr0VÍdÍne «antees to nationals 
Si! S P ^-.-^ment from losses, except those due to 

defective planning and mismanagement. Moreover, developed countries 
already maintain facilities to help developing countries in lir effortte 
pubheze their investment opportunities, and these could be expanded. 

The assistance which UNIDO could provide in the field of investment 
promot.on could take two main forms. First, UNIDO can help developing 
countries to establish and operate agencies and facilities for promoting 
industrial development. Second, UNIDO services could help developing 
countries to brmg their industrial investment opportunities to the 
attention of prospective foreign investors. These investors may be firms 

n^l    m. ?? VentUreS  thrOUgh Vari0US «rangements involving 
| financial contnbutions, as well as contributions in kind-for example 
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supply of know-how-or they may be financia, institutions interested in 
lending money for specific projects. 

Bilateral public, financial nam stance 

Bilateral public financial assistance fron, developed countries plays a 
major role „, hnanHn, industrial development   i„ developing countries 
W .thout .„tornine 1» detract from „s importance, ,, mav ,M. pointed ()Ut 

however, that many of the problems facci in its utilization derive from a 
««»«I  motivati.,,,   whirl,   i.s  frequently  a,   ,l,e  „„„,.,.  „f sll,„  assistance 
namely. (h, des.re ol donor Governments, not „„!>   to assist developing 
countries hut also ,., promote exports. Thus, bila1„al financial assistance 
•s generativ t.ed to the purchase of ecpup.nent from the donor countries 
H>e  reason   frequently  cited   in   this  connexion   being  their  balance-of' 
payments problems. This sit uat ion often results in higher costs of equipment 
to   he develop,,,, countries as compared with international prices    This 
problem   nas   !„,.„   eonsidered   by  the   United   Ntltiolw  ^^        ¡ 

Sonai   ouucl. ulneh in its resolution 1 IN» (XU) requested the Secretary- 
(.onerai   to study the feasibility of setting up. within the United Nations 
Orgamza ion for Industrial Development or any other appropriate United 
Nation, body, an adv.sory service which could provide" information to 
the develop,,,, countries  on  the sources of 8Ilpp]v,   t(lP 0O8t and   th(. 
quality of eqmpment needed for their development" 

Another problem a,ises fron, the fact that bilateral financial 
assistance ,s always project assistance. This may encourage the under- 
takmg ol „„«„„trial projects without regard to their social priority in the 
case of countries which have draun up industrial d•'..«««•, 
programmes, it is desirable to have financial assistar.ee co-ordmaj with 
these programmes. 

<>nç of th.- problems faced  ,(v developing countric., i„ ,|,c use of 
•»h• (m•,«! „stance ¡„ th, (.„ml>,,raonK aud Jj 

'" ' '.' 77""'," "f •"•>'"• The time factor ha, a'n importan. bea Z 
on   he c„st of ,„,l„„•| investment. Morc 8¡     ,i|ied     I « 

be durable to avui,! delays and I•»,-,, costs. Mindful of this probi• 
the  fceonounc „nd Social Council, in  i„ resolution   11« (XL?, u ged' 
develops countne» to .„akc eternal resource, more read il y a vallalue 

by   ,mpl,fymg the procedure for the grant,,,* and  the effective and 
expeditious disbursement of aid". 

Multilateral financial assistance 

mJ^Tl*  C°Untf8   uhaVe   a   marked   Prfiference  for  obtaining 
multdateral financing for their industrialization. The main advantage 
f such «.stance is that it enables these countries to purchase industrii 
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::1:¡¡ ,,,,,,,,,,,.,,„,,„,,, lv ^l,.;:::;!:;;,;   ;;;-' 
nut  .„ „„,>< dcwl.,,,,.^ f.„ui,lrios there is a nivssimr ,„.,.,! i   ,   r , 
m«li„.„.si».| and  s,„all-siZed  p„>je,ts.  *S 7X T""' 

ext,r„«l   finançai   a.sla,,,   .nd.^-tlv   thr " *„   „    L    " '"'"', """'"T 
finance rómpame,, sume of «hi,-!, Inv/l »'«»""'''I   «l,v Ho,,„,,nt 
M-...L ÍY ,       ij licUdceeived assistance fr,„„ (|„. \VorM 

» *i€ pii\f et oí nece.swary assistance.  Financial -msist..,,.,   t 

;;;; :.':; ;";;' ",77", ""** -' -~ -• - ' 

THE DISCUSSION 

Domestic financing8 

to mobili», ils dornest! • ,,,S,„„,,N     „ "f."' ' •* '7'1 "» "* »l-aoity 

~,v. could „la, ,  a       pe \^• ,.'';;"'"'»•' ",,l»»'«>¡ 
ihot  ,1.    1     •                                ' ' N l()l<    »>fiileit was ivcoff'iÍ70(\ tnat  nevPir»iii!i(r r>mintr-ir<"   *' -j   •< nv     .            .                     *->'««-<»#.n/:iu 

I-"1«  V.WUIM r if .1   luiiiii     ( difficult   in    m.U   ,                1    ,        .   . 

nil» V e,Vl '"•"',"cti'»'- '»«' .•".Lark«! „„ th, production 
iit," '""'"•v"" «-»-i. .i..,. „,re „,„ ac(1„a: • ; 
•ST^  "Í   ,     ,'"' SaVi"g'S fiUm ""' afÇri"'1Ulral ""' "•I Necton, to the industrial sector had also occurred as -i result „c I      , 
economic measure, adopted o.v a »»^„i^t',^ 
""dependence shortly after ,1... .Second World War 

Had Tñ'iZce l" l,OUS<"""" "aVi"gS' " "aS """'""' <"" '"»' • 

69.II.B.7) (       '" (U""e<l Nati°"» Publication, Sah*i No.. 
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then- had been a redistribution of incomes in favour of the rural 
population, owing possibly to the accelerated development of the 
agricultural sector or to policies designed to adjust the price structure 
of agricultural products. The relative rise in rural income had led to 
an increase in rural savings. To mobilize such savings and channel 
them towards useful investments, it had been necessary to strengthen 
the system of financial intermediaries in the rural sector. 

With regard to corporate savings, careful examination was urged of 
all measures likely to encourage industrial enterprises to save and to 
use such savings for expansion. Such measures might include the establish- 
ment of mandatory reserves, authorization of depreciation totalling 
up to 125 per cent of tixed assets and exemption from taxation of all 
profits reinvested within the country, particularly those from foreign 
capital. 

With regard to government savings, it was stressed that these must 
be net savings, not tinancial resources created by the Government with a 
view to financing through inflation. The latter system of financing, if not 
strictly controlled, could have serious repercussions on the economy, 
entailing loss of confidence in the stability of the national currency and 
increased reluctance to save on the part of the private sector. It was 
further suggested that government savings should not be used for 
investment in "prestige" projects, resulting in the unproductive 
mobilization of human and material resources. 

Considerable discussion centred on financial institutions. It was 
noted, in that connexion, that the World Bank Group had taken shares 
in or granted loans to private national companies specializing in 
industrial development in 21 developing countries. 

External financing10 

A substantial part of the discussion on external financing was 
devoted to foreign private investment. Although opinions varied 
considerably, there was general agreement on the usefulness of the 
contribution of foreign private investment to industrial development. 
That contribution, it was emphasized, was not merely financial. In 1966, 
foreign private investments in certain developing countries had amounted 

10 Report of the International Symposium on Industri I Development, Athens 
1967, paras. 401—419 (ID/11) (United Nations publication. Sales No.: 69. II. B. 7). 
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to only some $3 billion, whereas the value of total exports of the 
developing countries had amounted to $37 billion. This meant that a 
slight improvement in the terms of trade would do more to improve the 
foreign exchange position of developing countries than would a very- 
large percentage increase in foreign investments. The usefulness of 
foreign investment, it was felt, lay principally in the transfer of 
technology which it brought about. 

Reference was made to the trend to establish an international 
insurance institution for private foreign investments. It was suggested 
that part of the premium in respect of such insurance should be paid by 
the capital-exporting countries within the framework of their develop- 
ment assistance programmes. 

In connexion with the action taken by a number of developing 
countries to bring the possibilities of industrial investment in their 
countries to the attention of potential foreign investors, it was suggested 
that the various policies on private foreign investment, including in 
particular legislation on repatriation of profits and capital and tax 
incentives, should be co-ordinated, since competition among developing 
countries might nullify the advantages they offered. 

It was apparent from the discussion that the developing countries 
unanimously favoured multilateral over bilateral external financing. 
Kmphasis was placed on the need for expanding the role of multilateral 
financing. Regret was expressed at the exhaustion of the resources of 
IDA, and anxiety was expressed concerning the attitude of IBRD to 
public enterprises. It was pointed out, in the latter connexion, that one 
of the factors hindering the World Bank Group in its financial assistance 
to industrial growth in the developing countries was the shortage of 
competent technical and managerial staff, especially in the area of project 
evaluation, and that IBRD had undertaken a programme of technical 
assistance designed to remedy this situation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS APPROVED
11 

Domestic financing 

Governments of developing countries should develop policies 
designed to stimulate savings and to induce a better understanding of the 
advantage of household savings and to strengthen the savings habit. 

11 From  Report of the International Symposium on Industrial Development, 
Athens 1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 69. II. B. 7). 
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Governments of developing countries should take appropriate action 
to discourage hoarding and to seek ways and means ÏÏ J%&££ 
hoarded resources m industrial and other economic development 

Governments of developing countries should, wherever necessary 
encourage through appropriate measures, the retention within   nZ^ 
of« reasonable percentage of profits  and an  adequately  high 3tf 
deprecano« provisions and their reinvestment in leal Lustry 

Governments of developing countries should promote efficient 
dornest, finançai institutions both for the collection of private savZ8 

and for channelling savings into domestic industrial investment        " 

Governments of developing countries should, wherever appropriate 
consider offenng guarantees to commercial banks, insurance and other 
nnaneml organizations as part of their industrial risks 

faciliHeT1 fi
banks ]

8hou,d consider offering advantageous discounting 
facht.es to finançai intermediaries in industrial investment. * 

Branches of foreign banks in developing countries should h« 

part of then- funds to mdustrial development within those countries. 

UNIDO should, as requested by Governments, co-operate with th« 
appropriate international financial institutions in ZT*^lt 
developing countries in the above taska. * aS818tance to 

External financing 

Developing countries, while mobilizing to the maximum th«, 
resources   for   financing   the   process   of  thri,H? ? L   • 

existing iegst on•   "toTinTb J""* legÍ8'atÍ°n  "  m0deraiM 

covane! nfade in oL oo„„H« "*' P^"""1 *° '«* *» *- 



•NATION^ 

*J^^rfr^ 2Äi^?rdeveiopment of 
the  development  processes   of 1 h "' P°8SÌble eXtent to 

whenever possible to the least developed countries   I    thT ^ 

the promotion of method*   ,rifn,.;, •        uuies' aaa might include 

investor». eU M betWeen domestic »"<» foreign 

as possible of a study aimed At ^fi        T undertaking as soon 

the e^Tfte^oT 8hOUld toke "W «*» *-"* to assist 

prent» ^^äT 
couDtae9 to —* rei~ * 

thei^rtio^rr^irrnt8"0^"8 in— * 
risks and takimr suitahl. T P g countnes a8alnat non-commercial 

should at ufe IZ t"B "T"• eliminate d0uWe taxation- Th«V 
institutioL to make »our TV" '•to h P°88Íbl<> for «—« 
»nd profitable "^ S•"aMe "* "« " P«*»* P•e feasible 

the ÄtrT•:^^!6 other r•'j aimed at '^^ investments,   such  as:   allowing   reasonable  profits; 

4« 
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facilitating remittances of such profits and salaries; payment for the 
know-how factor;  tax  measures,  including  the  preVelL  of double 

heltHemVef 7? IaW8: and adherenCe t0 the •M> Conventiont the Settlement of Investment Disputes. 

-äSTE- rr^rrw.-a 
«XzAï.trof inrtriai deTCi°'- 



Chapter 4 

UNIDO ACTION TO PROMOTE 
INDUSTRIAL FINANCING 

countries, in obtaining external financing for apecT^dustllT  P7 

Nafone operational programmes in which UNIDO pa JZZ ^ht 

Fund^ lypoInt  „Tie   Z!Ì Z"• NatÍOn8 bud»* «» «^ 

S LT¿T" •to Tvide technic"-*«»• » «s 
eZtt v tL       . »»Plemented with UNIDO assistance or are 
currently being implemented in areas related in fìnann       A •        . 
for industrial development   ProntaÍTÍI • finanCe a"d investme^ 
discussion with o» 1 ^roJe^s that are in preparation or under 
discussion with Governments aro also listed in this annex. 

UNIDO has already given technical assistance to many developing 
countries m the selection of the most appropriate sources of7x3 
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financng for spenfic industrial projects. Thin ass.stanee will l>, developed 
in future through UNIDO « encouragement and assista,,,,. in ,¡£ 
per.c,d,c  contacts   between   developing  countries  tint   h    •' ^ 
projects to ho financed and the repres-nHtiv      f mdiwtnal 
that „ffer external finan,. ,a> aid   T,"fcnUtUW "f W^"«*«-»«^.>ution. 

The promotion of privat,- foreign investment in the „„h.stries of 

¡" "¡:,,:r "««»»- ,•«,-„,„ ,•„,„, 

missions to developing countries hv ,„,( ,*• ,  • "    organizing 

Finally, UNIDO cm submit projects on behalf of ,l    ^     ,    • 
countries ,o investors „,„, migllt Jinlres,• ^      " ""**"» 

ergänzt f;';D«Jr,;:r:ul
,ri;i,''g •i)rogramme8 •nd worirah°p° 

Planning, industria   , °nk «       '       " 'n•tment Pr°m0tion' flns»d»1 
K trial l.nnkmg techniques etc. are listed in annex •> 

iBK^::t;::;;'i;::n:;';.t,m fe,d — * ••, •CTAD má 



Annex 1 

UNIDO ASSISTANCE IN INDUSTRIAL FINANCING 

A. AREAS RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL FINANCE AND IN 

VESTMENT  PROMOTE  IN  WHICH   UNIDO  IS  IN   A  POSITION  TO  PROVIDE 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE «WVIDE 

Formulation of general industrial finance policies; 

Formulation   of  specific  methods  for   financing  working  capital 
requirements or long-term investments; P 

Assessment of finance requirements for industrial sectors and for 
an integrated industrial development; 

AAÍ ÍndU8trÍal finanCe need8 for eVery type °f industrial 

Training in financial planning for public manufacturing enterprises 
and government-controlled industries; 

Sefornfndusrd °rganiZati0n °f machin<*y to make finance available 

Channelling and mobilizing domestic resources for financing industrial 
development (policy, institutional action and techniques); 

Defining   financial   requirements  of  industrial   development  pro. 
grammes; ^ p 

Obtaining  external   financing   for  spécifie   industrial  enterprises; 
Setting up of joint ventures; 

Evaluation of proposals and bids and assistance in contract formula- 
tion and loan arrangements; 

Estabnshment and strengthening of industrial banking and other 
industrial financing institutions; 

Establishment and strengthening of industrial investment promotion 
machinery ; 

Investment promotion for specific industrial projects; 

Training in techniques of investment promotion; 
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Financial analysis for industrial enterprises- 

Financial organization and contro, of putiic manufactur¡ng ^ 

countrie?; '»« volop,nfï „.„nines and capital-exporting 

Dissemination of information on sources of external fin«    •       • 
cap,taI-expor,ing countries; ' financ,ng m 

Direct assistance in resolviW «,»„«;«„        LI 

field of industna, fining. ^^ en0Mntored * the 

B. SELECTED MA.,„R TECHNlrAL A88ISTAWE pRnJBcT8 

The projects listed  below relate tr, fi,,,      *•  •.• 
establishment in 1907   The hit exo1,1 *      ^ °f UNID0 sin<* its 
decessor organi,aUon, JfV^fZ^ • -•d «ut under the pre- 
nnent up to 1962 and the Ce^e f ?T ^^ °f Industria] ^elop. 

Since the promts ^ ^^Z^^T V° ^ 
have been omitted. purposes, the names of countries 

.wL^• Pr0grammCS """" ** th. projects are impbmented „ 

SIS Special Industrial Services of UNIDO 

UNDP/TA   United Nations Decent Programme, 
lechnical Assistance Component 

UNDP/SF   United Nations Deve,op„,ent Program•, 
Special Fund Component 

Rp Regular Programme 

(1) %t*l im?Ummied or under implementation by UNIDO *. 
«> tke äerelopment of atrial finance ana ílmel!^ZtZ7 '**' 

APRICA 

Expert on investment financing for fertili»«* i^   * • 
the  Centre  for  Industrial   l„T- ler•_,nd«»t•s assigned to 
(UNDP/SF)        lndustml  Stud'<* for the Maghreb  countries 

AdW on industrial financing to a national investment company 
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Financial adviser to a Government as chief of a research team 
industrial finance (SIS) research team on 

Industria! planner for a Ministry of National Economy and Industry 
n the field of mdustria, finance and investment (Lds L tru^ 

Adviser on industrial development in charge nf , ,  •   ,        ,      • 
and investment promotion (UNDP/TAI ^ 

Expert in legislation on industrial financing (SIS) 

'TUNDP/TA;
01110

"
0
" 

adViSer tü an ^^ ^P»«* bank 

Adviser on investment promotion to a state capital investment board 

Team of four experts on industrial investment promotion, markeHn* 
and finance to an industrial development bureau (UNDI^SF) 

Project co-director for industrial investment promotion of an in 
dustnal development bureau (UNDP/SF) 

Assistance in investment promotion to a Ministry of Economic 
Planning and Development (SIS) economic 

Industrial economist to assist in industrial policies and investment 
promotion, assigned to an industrial survey and pronu^Ti 

Advisory mission on investment promotion to a Government (SIS) 

~^^;dV- * a ~ ¡• P-otion 

Expert on banking operations to a national development bank (SIS) 

Adviser on financing and feasibility studies to an industrial bank (SIS) 

^x\srfca expert to a Mini8try °f Trade'Tndust^and 
T
Z£^IZÏon expert8 to a national ""-for --*• 

THE AMERICAS 

Investment promotion adviser to a national finance corporation (RP) 

Ä/TAT
01

'
0
'' ""*" to " nati0naI «"*»«"* "»k 

ASIA AND THE PAR EAST 

of reg.onal and interregional development banks <RP) 

Ia^elrn0mÌ8t ìn the 1M °f todu8trial P0"*8 •« «—I«« assigned to a government development bank (SIS) 
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Loan appraisal adviser to a development bank (UNDP/TA) 

Investment promotion adviser to a Government (UNDP/TA) 

Financial adviser and controller to a government administration of 
public sector enterprises (UXDP/TA) 

Senior industrial  promotion officer and senior industrial  financing 
officer to a federal industrial development authority (SIS) 

Advisory mission on industrial development to a Ministry of Industry 
and Commerce (two experts and a team leader) (SIS) 

Expert team to advise on establishing a pilot project for a stock 
exchange (SIS) 

Industrial finance expert to a national development bank (SIS) 

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Industrial economist to advise on industrial policies and financing 
to the industrial bank of a Ministry of Industry (SIS) 

(2) Project* in preparation or under discussion tvith Governments in areas 
related to the development of industrial finance and investment promotion 

AFRICA 

Long-term assistance in the field of industrial financing to a recently 
created industrial development corporation (UNDP/TA) 

Assistance mission to provide advisory services in project preparation 
and investment promotion (RP, SIS) 

Special advisory services to help immediately in existing industrial 
financing projects (UNDP/SF, SIS) 

Expert team of advisers on project preparation, feasibility studies, 
credit policies, loan appraisal and negotiations to a recently 
created interregional development bank (UNDP/SF) 

Expansion of assistance to the operational activities of a capital 
investment board (SIS) 

Financial reorganization of state enterprises (SIS) 

Assistance in setting up a development corporation in the field of 
industrial economics, project preparation, industrial finance and 
investment promotion (UNDP/TA, SIS) 
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Assistance to Governments in the establishment of development 
corporations and development finance institutions ¡n small countries 
(UNDP/SF, SIS) 

Advice on the application of international model joint-venture 
agreements in the fields of industrial financing and investment 
promotion (RP, SIS) 

THE AMERICAS 

Setting up and running of investment promotion units in common 
market areas (UNDP/TA) 

Advisory services on public manufacturing enterprises in the field 
of industrial financing (RP, SIS) 

Direct appraisal of the possibility of establishing development 
banks for developing countries (UNDP/TA, SIS) 

Assistance in drawing up and application of international joint 
venture agreemer ts (SIS) 

ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Advisory services and missions in industrial financing and investment 
promotion (RP, SIS) 

Backstopping of operational activities of the new industrial develop- 
ment machinery of a Government : experts in industrial economy, 
project preparation, financial analysis, international financing, 
investment promotion, industrial credit (UNDP/TA) 

Assistance to the administration of public sector enterprises in 
industrial financing and credit policies (SIS) 

Advisory services for the establishment of an investment advisory 
centre (SIS) 

Pilot project for the modernization and development of a stock 
exchange (SIS) 

Setting up and running investment promotion machinery for various 
countries (UNDP/SF) 

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Setting up and running investment promotion machinery (UNDP/SF) 

Direct assistance in the field of industrial finance (RP) 
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MEETINGS, SEMINARS AND TRAINING COURSES 
ORGANIZED BY UNIDO 

Meetings and seminar* Location 

Expert meetings on investment promotion    New York 
of industrial projects for the developing 
countries 

Dale 

June and 
September 1967 

Meeting on investment promotion services    Vienna 

Investment Promotion Week Tunis 

Investment promotion meeting for specific   Rabat 
industrial projects in Africa (in co-operation 
with the African Development Bank and 
ECA) 

September 1968 

May 1969 

October 1969 

Interregional seminar on financial aspects     Rome 
of manufacturing enterprises in the publio 
sector 

December 1969 

Meeting of international finance institutions Vienna 
and development finance organizations 

Second investment promotion meeting for    Africa 
specific industrial projects in Africa (in 
co-operation with the African Development 
Bank and ECA) 

Investment promotion meeting for specific   Far East 
industrial projects in Asia (in co-operation 
with ECAFE) 

Proposed dales 

1970 

1970 

1970/1971 

44 
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Training 
Workshop on financial planning of 
industrial projects 

Location 

Karachi 

Training programme in investment Brussels, 
promotion techniques for Spanish-speaking   New York, 
participants Washington, 

Vienna, 

Training programme in investment Brussels, 
promotion techniques for French-speaking    Düsseldorf, 
participants Frankfurt, 

The Hague, 
Paris, 
Stockholm, 
Vienna 
Warsaw 

Training 

Regional workshop on financial planning 
for industrial projects (West Africa 

Regional workshop on financial planning 
for industrial projects ( Far East) 

Training workshop on industrial banking 
techniques for English-speaking 
participants 

Training programmes in investment 
promotion techniques 

Date 

August 1968 

April-May 1969 

June 1969 

Location Date 
Accra June-July 1969 

Proposed dates 
Far East 1970 

1970 

1970 and 1971 
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SELECTED LIST OF DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS ON 
INDUSTRIAL FINANCING1 

UNITED NATIONS 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIKS 

^rz: sa*5, Part0ne: m FiïMncmg of E—k *•*»• 
Export Credits and Development Financing. Part One: Current Practices and 
Problem,. Part Two: National Export Credit Systems (Sales No.: 67.ILD*). 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

Official  Bilateral Financial  Assistance for the Manufacturing Industry of 
the Develop«* Countries,  1907 (ID/CONF. 1/1, Corrs. 1  and 2) (mimeo^ 

Domestic Financing of Industrial Development, 1967 (ID/CONF. 1/7) (mimeo ) 

ÄSe World Bank Group in the r" —. 
x^i^^ÄürDeve,opment * 
Financing of Economic Development : Promotion of Private Foreign Invest 

m)^^        : Summary and Cünc,U8ion8'1967 <S^ 
The Role of National Development Finance Companies in Industrial Dev«!• 
ment, 1967 (ID/CONF. 1/B. 8) (mimeo.). industrial Develop. 

Measures to Increase Commercial Bank Financing nf I»A,  *      •    T,     ,    . 
Countries, 1967 (ID/CONF. 1/B. 9) (mTmeó )        * ^ " Dw**a 

46 
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A^*í Kingdom Exl«rie„cc in Arranging the Financing of 

ÄÄiÄÄr•" * - -ve«, of 

ttXw FfTCi"f °/ Indrrial ^'»P-»' ' Some Prop«,, to Encourage 
"ÄSÄ ^'^ "* ^ °°" or Gree£ 

Some Aspects of the Financing of Industrialization in Develop• Countries- 

KH"   
y the C!0Vemment °f the Netherland8' • <?Äv 

Financial Aid by France for the Industrialization of the Developing Countries • 
P^subnmted by the Government of France,  1967 (ID/CONF. ^ 

The Role of Private Enterprise in the Industrialization of the Developing Coun 

0. MMmTZ.)""        by "" <Wnment of Switeerland, 1967 (HVCONF^ 

UNITED NATIONS CONFIHENCE ON TRADì AND DEVELOPMENT 

¿"CÄÄSSt* Dadopin) Coun"ia: **"* oltua•> 
vTfT ,"{ %U  llnm Sa,im" Cmlennc* °»   T«* ««d Development Vol. I : Final Act and Report (Sales No. : 64II B 11) • œwpmem, 

MJ^B.l^""""^ and  '""^^-'^'-X^ Arrangement*  (Sales No.: 

Report on the Status of the International Bank Studies on Multilateral Inve,t. 
ment Guarantees, 1966 (TD/B/56) (mimeo.). 
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVE LOPMKNT 

Suppliers' Credits from Industrialized to Developing Countries.  Washington, 
D.C., 1967. 

Development Finance Companies: Aspects of Policy a,id Operation, edited by 
M. W. Diamond, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md., I!)ß8. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Ohlin, G., Foreign Aid Policies Reconsidered, OECD, Paris, 1966. 

OECD, The Flow of Financial Resources to Less Developed Countries 1956 to 
1963, Paris, 1964. ' 
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